
Effective October 1, 2020, states could elect to require that nursing facilities complete PDPM items on stand-alone OBRA 
assessments. Myers and Stauffer is assisting a number of states with the collection of this data. Based on preliminary reviews 
of MDS data in various states, we have identified data issues that could potentially be impacting your state’s data. The data 
issues can result in difficulties for states in evaluating and appropriately relying on MDS PDPM data, and can be useful in 
identifying potential areas for additional provider training. 

In summary, in certain cases, OBRA assessments may be accepted by CMS even though some of the PDPM-related 
data elements are either missing, inaccurate, or incomplete. These cases can result in the MDS assessment either being 
misclassified into the incorrect PDPM case mix group or not being classified at all. The data issues leading to classification 
errors should be addressed to ensure your state’s MDS data is ready for PDPM modeling and other analysis and payment 
reliance purposes.

Notable data issues fall into two broad categories: 

1. Improper response for resident’s primary diagnosis in Section I.
2. Dashes inserted in Section GG, instead of completing the needed information.

The following narrative describes both of these issues in further detail. 

Section I - Primary Diagnosis Items

An improper response for a resident’s primary diagnosis in Section I prevents PDPM classification into any PDPM case mix 
group (i.e.  PDPM HIPPS code). Section I, items I0020 and I0020B require a medical condition category and valid ICD-
10 code representing the diagnosis. When the ICD-10 code is blank or invalid, the HIPPS code is not generated for the 
assessment. While CMS has not established this as a fatal error on OBRA assessments, the facility will receive a warning 
message upon submission when an invalid diagnosis code is entered and a PDPM HIPPS code is not generated. 

Dashes (“-“) are being entered in Section GG. When a dash “(-) No Information” is entered for resident performance, the 
functional score for the resident may not be reflected correctly in the PDPM classification. For these MDS fields a dash is not 
an expected result, as the RAI manual states that a dash is expected to be a “rare occurrence.” Accordingly, responses are 
anticipated to be available for all relevant resident interactions. Preliminary analysis of the data reveals some nursing facilities 
are submitting records where one, more than one, or all Section GG items needed to calculate the resident’s functional 
score are dashed. A dash is considered to be missing information for the functional score calculation. If dashes are entered 
for all or part of the needed Section GG data elements, there may not be an accurate reflection of the resident’s functional 
abilities necessary for classifying the assessment into the appropriate PDPM case mix group.

Each provider’s assistance in ensuring the correct and complete entry of PDPM items on all assessments will contribute to 
more meaningful analyses and more accurate PDPM modeling and payment results.

Section GG – Functional Abilities and Goals Items
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